OE REPLACEMENTS THAT FITS LIKE OE

Whether restoring classic sound and looks to classic sports cars, replacing emissions systems on hard-to-fit imports or boosting horsepower on classic cars, ANSA’s got you covered.

OE REPLACEMENT

A full line of durable, direct-fit, stamped or welded exhaust systems and installation hardware that meet or exceed industry standards, are fully compatible with factory components and are engineered to bolt-on accurately every time.

ANSA SPORT

Originally designed for Ferrari race cars, ANSA performance systems boost horsepower and deliver the throaty but subtle sound that’s period-correct for 70’s classic imports.
A HERITAGE STEEPED IN CLASSIC QUALITY & SOUND

ANSA has been the brand recognized in sports car circles for over 40 years. Originally developed in Italy for the world’s fastest and most exotic sports cars, the product line was expanded to include coverage for classic models. We extend that same dedication to fit, sound and durability to our OE Replacement and import exhaust systems.

WE SPEAK YOUR CAR’S LANGUAGE

No matter what country a car calls home, ANSA is exhaust-system “fluent.” From Ferrari, to Honda and BMW to VW, ANSA is your source for all exhaust system products, whether you are a distributor, speed shop, import car specialist or vehicle owner.

OE REPLACEMENT

Precision-formed for direct fitment, OE Replacement exhaust systems install just like original equipment and optimize air-flow for improved performance. Manufactured from aluminized steel, every muffler, pipe and assembly is built for quality and durability.

ANSA SPORT

Reaching back to its performance roots, ANSA has reintroduced coverage for early exotics, including show-worthy classics like the Ferrari 250 and 365 Daytona and the Lamborghini Countach. All systems provide the recognizable ANSA sound, tuned specifically to each vehicle.

YOUR NEXT MOVE?

Getting access to ANSA and OE Replacement exhaust and emissions replacement parts is simple. Call 1 (800) 277-2787 or visit ANSAautomotive.com.